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Re: Notice Concerning Upcoming Witnesses and Mr. IENG Sary’s Waiver of his Right 
to be Present 

    
Dear Ms. Lamb, 
 
We respectfully request that you convey to the Trial Chamber the following information 
concerning Mr. IENG Sary’s willingness to waive his constitutionally guaranteed right to 
assist in his own defence and be present during the proceedings with respect to certain 
upcoming witnesses. In the interest of not holding up the proceedings, Mr. IENG Sary does 
not object to the following witnesses appearing and giving testimony while he is recuperating 
from his most recent health problems: 

a. TCW-475 
b. TCW-389 
c. TCW-126 
d. TCW-320 
e. TCW-601 
f. TCW-608 
g. TCW-91 
h. TCW-428 

Mr. IENG Sary reserves his right withdraw his waiver should any of these witnesses during 
their testimony go into areas which are not anticipated or obvious from their statements and 
begin testifying as to matters that concern Mr. IENG Sary. 

While we are not medical doctors, when we last saw Mr. IENG Sary on Saturday 15 
September 2012, it was quite obvious to us that Mr. IENG Sary’s capacity to participate in 
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the proceedings has significantly diminished over the past week to the point where it is rather 
questionable whether he will be fit enough to attend proceedings within the next month or so.  
Aside from being physically unwell and weak, he is unable to concentrate for more than 10 or 
15 minutes without experiencing dizziness and confusion.   

Barring some miraculous recovery, Mr. IENG Sary will be unable over the course of the next 
month to assist us in preparing for Philip Short or Elizabeth Becker.  Both Philip Short and 
Elizabeth Becker are considered experts by the Trial Chamber and are expected to give 
lengthy testimonies in October.  It bears noting that our last consultation with our client prior 
to his hospitalization was a working session in preparation for Philip Short’s testimony.  To 
illustrate the complexity in preparing for Philip Short with Mr. IENG Sary, it is worth noting 
that Philip Short interviewed Mr. IENG Sary on multiple occasions and Philip Short’s book 
refers to Mr. IENG Sary at least 203 times and cites his various interviews at least 43 times.  
The Closing Order cites this book 50 times and the OCP’s Final Submission cites it 191 
times.  In light of the magnitude of the testimony of Philip Short and Elizabeth Becker and 
the need to have Mr. IENG Sary’s full engagement, both at the preparatory stage and while 
these witnesses are testifying, the Trial Chamber is strongly urged to give serious 
consideration to rescheduling their appearances until late November or December, or even 
January 2013. 

In addition to the witnesses listed for whom Mr. IENG Sary is willing to waive his presence, 
he has no objection to trial proceeding with other procedural/substantive issues, such as the 
admission of witness statements in lieu of viva voce testimony.   

In closing, we wish to inform the Trial Chamber that we will be meeting with Mr. IENG Sary 
tomorrow to obtain his thumbprint (because he is no longer capable of writing) on a waiver 
giving his authorization to proceed with the above-referenced witnesses.  We trust this 
information is helpful for scheduling purposes.  
 
 
Respectfully requested,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANG Udom Michael G. KARNAVAS  

 Co-Lawyers for Mr. IENG Sary  
 


